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Abstract: Terahertz quantum cascade lasers have been investigated with
respect to their performance as a local oscillator in a heterodyne receiver.
The beam profile has been measured and transformed in to a close to
Gaussian profile resulting in a good matching between the field patterns of
the quantum cascade laser and the antenna of a superconducting hot electron
bolometric mixer. Noise temperature measurements with the hot electron
bolometer and a 2.5 THz quantum cascade laser yielded the same result as
with a gas laser as local oscillator.
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1. Introduction
High resolution heterodyne spectroscopy of molecular rotational lines and fine structure lines
of atoms or ions is a powerful tool for exploring the interstellar medium as well as planetary
atmospheres including Earth. The terahertz (THz) part of the electromagnetic spectrum is
especially rich in these lines. Some examples are the CII fine structure line at 1.6 THz, the OH
rotational transitions at 1.8 THz, 2.5 THz, and 3.5 THz, and the OI fine structure line at
4.7 THz. Several upcoming missions are equipped with heterodyne receivers working above
1 THz. The heterodyne instrument for the far-infrared (HIFI) on the Herschel satellite will
operate up to 1.9 THz [1]. SOFIA, the Stratospheric Observatory for Infrared Astronomy, will
be equipped with two heterodyne receivers covering several frequency bands up to 4.7 THz
[2-4], and TELIS, the THz and sub-mm limb sounder, has a frequency channel at 1.8 THz in
order to measure OH in the atmosphere of Earth [5].
Typically, below ∼2 THz multiplied microwave sources are used as a local oscillator (LO).
State of the art sources deliver as much as 40 µW power [6]. However, at higher frequencies,
the output power is still too low. Above ∼2 THz optically pumped gas lasers are used. They
are relatively bulky and, more importantly, not tunable in frequency [4]. Recently developed
THz quantum cascade lasers (QCL) are a promising alternative [7]. The lasing mechanism is
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based on intersubband transitions in the conduction band of GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructures.
Attractive features, which have been demonstrated so far, are laser emission between 1.9 THz
and 4.8 THz, operation temperatures up to ∼160 K, high output power up to ∼90 mW, single
mode operation and narrow linewidth [8-13]. In addition, the frequency of the QCL can be
tuned by changing the operation temperature or the current. While this yields a relatively
small range of tunability, an external resonator can allow tuning of the QCL frequency across
the whole gain profile.
Although QCLs have large output power compared to multiplied microwave sources,
pumping of a mixer such as a hot electron bolometer (HEB) might not be a straightforward
task since the beam of the QCL has to be matched to the beam pattern of the mixer antenna.
While for single pixel receivers the coupling efficiency between QCL and mixer does not
need to be very high, an array receiver will require a very well shaped LO beam, normally a
Gaussian beam profile. For example an array receiver with up to 100 HEB mixers [14] and
coupling of LO and signal radiation by a beamsplitter will require a LO with a few mW
power. Coupling by a diplexer might reduce this to several 100 µW. Another issue is the
distribution of power from a single LO to all mixers in the array. This can be done in an
elegant way by using reflective phase gratings (Fourier gratings), which allow splitting a
single beam into multiple ones [15]. However these gratings require well shaped beams in
order to achieve optimum output. In this paper we will report on the characterization of a 2.5
THz and a 4.3 THz QCL with respect to performance parameters which are relevant for a LO.
In contrast to a recent study [16] emphasis is placed on the characterization and shaping of the
beam profile of the QCL. Finally noise temperature measurements of a HEB mixer with a
QCL LO and a gas laser LO will be presented.
2. Quantum cascade laser design
The two QCL structures are both based on a GaAs/AlGaAs superlattice and a plasmon-type
waveguide. The 4.3 THz laser design is similar to the one described in Ref. [7] with a chirped
superlattice consisting of 104 repeat units each containing a 53 nm wide injector and a 52 nm
wide active region. A buried 800-nm thick highly doped (2×1018 cm-3) n+-GaAs layer forms
the boundary between the active medium and the undoped GaAs substrate (∼250 µm thick). A
200-nm thick doped (5×1018 cm-3) GaAs layer and a Cr/Au layer on top of the active region
confine the laser mode from this side. The laser is 150 µm wide and 3.1 mm long. One of the
facets is coated in order to provide a high quality Fabry-Perot cavity. The laser threshold is at
800 mA and the output is a single mode. The 2.5 THz QCL is based on the so-called boundto-continuum approach [17] with a rather uniformly chirped superlattice and no marked
distinction between the injection and lasing regions [18]. The active medium is formed by 110
repeat units of the superlattice (total thickness 15 µm) covered on top by a Cr/Au layer.
Between the ∼250 µm thick substrate and the active medium is a highly doped GaAs layer.
Contrary to the 4.3 THz laser, this layer has two doping concentrations: 2.7×1018 cm-3 in the
530 nm next to the superlattice and 2.6×1017cm-3 in the 500 nm close to the substrate. By these
means the boundary conditions at the two sides of the buried doped layer can be controlled
separately. This laser also has a Fabry-Perot cavity that is 240 µm wide and 2.5 mm long. It
has a maximum output power of 6 mW and operates up to 58 K in cw mode. More details
such as light–current curves can be found in Ref. [18]. Both lasers are soldered to copper bars,
wire bonded, and mounted on the cold finger of a mechanical cryo-cooler. The cooler has a
heat extraction capacity of 1 W at 4 K. Since the input power of the lasers is 5-10 W the actual
temperature at the cold finger is ~12 K during laser operation.
3. Beam profiles
The beam profiles of the two above described QCLs have been measured by scanning a Golay
cell detector with a 1 mm diameter aperture in a plane orthogonal to the emission direction of
the QCL. The beam profiles are displayed in Fig. 1 along with the orientation of the QCL. At
4.3 THz two emission maxima can be distinguished. One is almost circular while the other has
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a trapezoidal shape and higher peak power. We attribute the circular shaped emission to the
substrate and the trapezoidal one to the active medium. By integrating the signals of the two
lobes separately the confinement factor was determined to be 0.49 which is in agreement with
the computed value (0.47) [7].
4.3 THz

2.5 THz

y

y

x

x

Fig. 1. Beam profiles (40x40 mm2 area) of the 2.5 THz QCL (left panel) and the
4.3 THz QCL (right panel) measured at 61 mm and 77 mm distance, respectively. The
inset shows the orientation of the QCL (ridge on top, substrate at the bottom). The cross
marks the position of the QCL projected into the beam diagram.

The beam profile of the 2.5 THz QCL differs from the 4.3 THz one. It consists of a
slightly elongated emission with a maximum in the upper half and a plateau in the lower half.
The peak power is two times higher than the maximum level of the plateau. We attribute the
emission of the maximum coming mostly from the laser ridge while the plateau can be
attributed to the substrate part. The profiles are somewhat rotated with respect to the
orientation of the QCL. This is possibly due to diffraction effects at the laser output facet and
the mode in the laser. In the x-direction (for a definition of the direction see Fig. 1) the full
width at half maximum (FWHM) is about the same for both lasers for the ridge (∼7°) as well
as for the substrate part (∼11°), indicating that the divergence is determined by λ/w with w the
width of the ridge, because this ratio is the same for both lasers. In the y-direction the
divergence of the laser beam scales with the wavelength. Figure 2 illustrates this: the upper
curve a) is a cross section of the 4.3 THz beam profile while the lowest curve c) is a cross
section of the 2.5 THz profile. Curve b) is the same as curve a) but the diffraction of the
substrate and ridge portions has been scaled from 4.3 THz to 2.5 THz by changing only the
wavelength. As can be seen the profiles b) and c) are very similar, indicating that the beam
profile is diffraction limited by the same aperture. The fringe pattern of the 4.3 THz laser seen
in Figs. 1 and 2 corresponds to a diffracting aperture of ∼280 µm assuming plane wave
illumination and a refractive index n = 3.7. This is close to the thickness of substrate and ridge.
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Fig. 2. Cross sections of the beam profiles shown in Fig. 1. a)
cross section of the 4.3 THz beam profile, c) cross section of
the 2.5 THz profile, b) same cross section as in curve a) but
scaled to 2.5 THz. The center of the QCL is at 20 mm.
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For use as a LO the beam of the QCL was transformed with a single TPX lens with a focal
length of 85 mm in order to match the field pattern of the HEB antenna. The resulting beam
profile (Fig. 3) is fairly symmetric (FWHW 1.72 – 1.87 mm). About 60% of the total energy
is in the central spot and the first sidelobe is at a level of 10% from the peak value. This is
somewhat worse than expected for a circular aperture illuminated by a plane wave. The
overlap integral between the main lobe of the QCL profile and a Gaussian beam yields a
coupling efficiency of ∼70%. Taking into account the non-Gaussian beam profile of the QCL
and some truncation by the TPX lens we consider this as an excellent value.

15 mm

10 mm

Fig. 3. Beam profile of the QCL at the position of the HEB mixer (∼800 mm from
the QCL) after passing through a TPX lens (focal length 85 mm).

4. Linewidth
The linewidth of the 2.5 THz QCL was measured by mixing two of its intrinsic modes. The
QCL was driven with a current of 870 mA resulting in two longitudinal modes with a
separation of ~15 GHz. These modes were focused into a GaAs Schottky diode with a quasioptical 4λ corner cube antenna [19]. The signal at the difference frequency was amplified and
analyzed with a spectrum analyzer (Fig. 4). A Lorentzian fit to the profile of the difference
signal indicates a FWHM of ~30 kHz which is comparable with the resolution bandwidth of
the spectrum analyzer (30 kHz) and with measurements on another QCL [13]. Assuming that
both modes have the same width a single mode is less than ~20 kHz wide. The difference
signal broadens to several MHz when the acquisition time is increased from 4 ms to 60 s. We
attribute this to temperature and current fluctuations in the QCL induced by the mechanical
cooler.

Fig. 4. Difference signal of two longitudinal modes of the 2.5 THz QCL. The FWHM
is ∼30 kHz. This is limited by the bandwidth of the spectrum analyzer (30 KHz). The
time for the sweep was 4 ms (inset: experimental set-up).
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5. Noise temperature measurement
The noise temperature of a phonon-cooled superconducting hot electron bolometer (HEB) was
measured with the 2.5 THz QCL acting as LO. The HEB (for more details see Refs. [4, 20])
was a 2 µm wide, 0.2 µm long, and 3.5 nm thin NbN strip on a high resistivity (> 10 kΩ)
silicon substrate located in the center of a planar logarithmic spiral antenna. It was glued onto
the flat side of an extended hemispherical 12 mm diameter silicon lens with a Parylene
antireflection coating optimized for 2.5 THz [21]. Together they were mounted in a copper
holder and put in a liquid helium cryostat equipped with a wedged TPX pressure window and
a cold (77 K) quartz filter. The intermediate frequency (IF) signal was guided out of the mixer
via the arms of the antenna and a 50 Ω coplanar line. A circulator was used to feed the bias to
the mixer and to transmit the IF signal to a 4 K low noise HEMT amplifier. The output signal
was filtered at 1.5 GHz with a bandwidth of 75 MHz, further amplified and rectified with a
crystal detector. The radiation from the QCL was focused by a TPX lens into the HEB and
superimposed with the signal radiation by a 6 µm thick Mylar beamsplitter. The DSB noise
temperature was measured using the Y-factor technique in which a room temperature and a
77 K load were alternately placed in the signal path of the mixer (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5. Experimental set-up for noise temperature measurements with a QCL as LO and a
superconducting HEB mixer.

The current-voltage (IV) curves of the HEB as a function of LO power are shown in
Fig. 5. The power from the QCL is sufficient to pump the HEB into the normal state (lowest
IV curve). In order to achieve the lowest noise temperature the HEB was operated at
1.3 mV/38 µA (square in Fig. 6). This resulted in a double sideband (DSB) noise temperature
of 2700 K. Even more important than the absolute value is the comparison with the noise
temperature achieved with an optically pumped 2.5 THz methanol gas laser as LO. With this
LO and the same experimental setup except for the TPX lens the same DSB noise temperature
as with the QCL was measured. The optimal noise temperature was achieved for ~10 µW LO
power in front of the cryostat window. With the gas laser LO ~7 µW were required which is
somewhat less than with the QCL probably because of the better beam profile. The power
inside the superconducting bridge as determined by the isothermal method [22] yields
~200 nW. The difference is due to losses in the optical elements and coupling losses between
the beam pattern of the HEB antenna and the laser beam profile.
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Fig. 6. IV curves of a HEB mixer pumped with a QCL at 2.5 THz. The arrow indicates
increasing LO power. The square marks the position where the lowest noise temperature
(2700 K DSB) has been obtained. It is worth noting that the same noise temperature has
been achieved with a gas laser as LO.

6. Summary
In summary, the emission profiles of the investigated QC lasers are asymmetric due to
emission originating from the laser ridge and from the substrate. The power ratio between
both parts agrees well with the calculated confinement factor. In the growth direction the
divergence scales with wavelength whereas perpendicularly it is determined by the ratio of
wavelength and width of the ridge. The beam profile can be shaped into a close to Gaussian
profile allowing for efficient coupling of the LO radiation into a quasi-optical HEB mixer.
The noise temperature of the HEB mixer measured at 2.5 THz with a QCL and a gas laser was
the same. The results show that the QCL is very promising device as a LO in an all solid state
THz heterodyne receiver.
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